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Tonight I was privileged enough to be able to attend my daughter’s school picnic. I often write on the
Spatula about Anna and her 7 year-oldisms. She is, when it’s
all been said and done, at the heart of my universe and I enjoy
being an observer of the life she leads. I have been telling
people all week that Anna is about to inherit an America in
which she’ll be able to get deep-fried shrimp straight from the
ocean. For now, she is only preoccupied by the smaller
issues that only a grade school kid would be able to sort out.
Animal shaped, rubber bracelets and where to buy them
cheaply is her grail (and it doesn’t help having a father who
robs her piggy bank for milk and bread money). That and the
end of first grade, which takes place in two days. In the spirit
of the end of the school term (and the fact that Anna still
allows us to be seen with her) we trudged out to the school
playground and eagerly partook of sun drenched potato
salad. I was reminded of a long ago culinary instructor who
sagely said she hated catering because it meant “schlepping
food and equipment out to some field.” Exactly what we did,
and with all the schlep that the Lord allows his people.

Years ago, possibly even before getting married, I learned about local social stratification and how
to judge other people and be completely obvious about it. This is what we do in a smallish, resort
town. We go to neighbor’s real estate open houses just to talk smack about their possessions. The
elementary school is an extension of this social labeling. I, of course,  care not what anybody else
has. After all, my folks got me from some gypsies in trade for a six-pack of Pabst Blue Ribbon and
some bald snow tires. Still, I’ve learned the local school function game. For instance, I look for the
family carrying the most obviously ostentatious bags. Many of these bags come from stores not
even located in the mid-west. Moms can’t just schlep some coleslaw out to the ball field, but have to
do the pageant walk with the bags from stores that specialize in mahogany kayaks and
environmentally responsible napalm. The fathers have a worse time, because school functions just
don’t serve beer (craft brew, or otherwise). Guys in loafers, standing in badly mown grass,
wondering if this is what life has come to. Then, of course, they spot the inappropriately dressed
school booster moms and forget about what they were trying to forget.

The schools are very creative in trying to raise necessary funds (beyond booster moms). Tonight’s
pitch was “Test drive a Chrysler…it’s for a good cause!” Uff. The good causes always get me. I own
a 2005 Chrysler and hate it. The front bumper fell off and it’s got more evil magnetism than the shaft
the Dharma people accidently drilled into on Lost. ‘Just sucks other cars into its stupid path. Sigh. It
was for the school and raising money, so you know I hopped in a mini van with a booster mom and
off we went. I forgot all about the rest of the picnic after that. Onward, Upward and off we go in the
Caravan.

[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiqnC6wJOsA[/youtube]
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